
BLI New Breed Men’s Forum

Engage  Encourage  Equip  Empower

It’s only fitting that the weekly Forum also be a E word.

Elevate

“Take it to the next level”

Elevate is a Forum for learning, developing and discussing the application of Living in Fullness as Jesus

describes it.

Take your __________________ to the next level.

Relationship with God

Marriage

Being a dad

Being a son

Being a brother

Being a friend

Being an employee

Being an employer

Etc.

5:30 1-2 Worship Songs

5:45 Message – brief message based on foundational scriptures for living a life in Fullness,

victory and toward becoming as God designed.

6:00-7:00 Collaboration /Partnerships

fo·rum [ˈfôrəm]

NOUN

a place, meeting, or medium where ideas and views on a particular issue can be exchanged:

"it will be a forum for consumers to exchange their views on medical research"

synonyms:

meeting · assembly · gathering · conference · seminar · convention · colloquy · convocation · congress ·

rally · council · symposium · conclave · congregation · synod · diet · caucus · colloquium · setting · place ·

scene · context · stage · framework · backdrop · medium · means · agency · channel · avenue · vehicle ·

mechanism · apparatus · auspices



col·lab·o·ra·tion [kəˌlabəˈrāSH(ə)n]

NOUN

1. the action of working with someone to produce or create something:

"he wrote on art and architecture in collaboration with John Betjeman"

synonyms:

cooperation · alliance · partnership · participation · combination · association · concert · teamwork · joint

effort · working together · coopetition

Thomas,

It’s common to invite men to a Bible study and have a fraction of them actually show up. On top of that,

the fallout rate is pretty high. So, I designed Elevate to be a place where men “Collaborate” under a

formatted process that focuses on developing friendships into relationships while incorporating biblical

studies that teach spiritual growth for living from the inside out. Taking life to a new level lines up with

Jesus’ teachings to live as a new creation the abundant life he has for us.

Building friendships and relationships through a commitment to come together for a period of time,

establishes longevity in attendance. Collaboration aids the merging of the minds and hearts to

brainstorming ideas, help resolve issues and encourage each other toward greatness, thus elevating life

and living. Collaboration develops partnerships with each other.

Elevate is an early morning gathering. Typically this type of early meeting or mid-day meetings attract

professionals with flexible schedules and or men with incredible discipline as well as the old guys that

are close to retirement or simply retired. These men are more likely to stay the course long term. This

gathering separates men into small groups of 2-6 men. The commitment to come together to build and

encourage each other is dynamic for these types of men. The flow system we will implement in the

organization will also help develop new candidates for Point Man.

Collaboration—Partnerships—Spiritual Development—Elevation in Life

https://www.bing.com/search?q=define+cooperation&FORM=DCTRQY
https://www.bing.com/search?q=define+alliance&FORM=DCTRQY
https://www.bing.com/search?q=define+partnership&FORM=DCTRQY
https://www.bing.com/search?q=define+participation&FORM=DCTRQY
https://www.bing.com/search?q=define+combination&FORM=DCTRQY
https://www.bing.com/search?q=define+association&FORM=DCTRQY
https://www.bing.com/search?q=define+concert&FORM=DCTRQY
https://www.bing.com/search?q=define+teamwork&FORM=DCTRQY
https://www.bing.com/search?q=define+joint+effort&FORM=DCTRQY
https://www.bing.com/search?q=define+joint+effort&FORM=DCTRQY
https://www.bing.com/search?q=define+coopetition&FORM=DCTRQY

